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For future low-background particle physics experiments, it will be essential to
assay candidate detectormaterials using an array of assay techniques. Tominimise
the risk of sample contamination whilst moving between assay techniques, it is
also sensible tominimise the distance between assay stations, particularly for non-
destructive techniques where the sample may end up being installed into an
experiment. The Boulby UnderGround Screening (BUGS) Facility comprises an
array of germanium detectors, two XIA UltraLo-1800 surface-alpha counters, two
radon emanation detectors and an Agilent ICP-MS system. This article describes
each of these systems.
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1 Introduction

The STFC (Science and Technology Facilities Council) Boulby Underground Laboratory
is located in the north-east of England at BoulbyMine. The laboratory is at a depth of 1100 m
(2840 m water equivalent). The Boulby UnderGround Screening (BUGS) Facility has been
operational since 2015 and has been involved in the assay programmes of several leading
low-background particle physics experiments [1,2] and a number of environmental studies
[3–5]. BUGS is one of several underground low-background material assay facilities
worldwide including at SNOLAB [6], the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso (LNGS)
[7,8], the Sandford Underground Research Facility (SURF) [9], the Laboratoire Souterrain de
Modane (LSM) [10], the Laboratorio Subterraneo de Canfranc (LSC) [11] and the Kamioka
Observatory [12].

To provide a comprehensive understanding of the radioactivity profile of a candidate
material or component for a low background particle physics experiment, it is important that
the entire decay chain of the Naturally Occurring Radioactive Material (NORM) isotopes is
studied. In general, the naturally occurring radioisotopes of interest for such studies are 238U,
235U, 232Th, 4 K, 137Cs and, for some materials, 60Co. There are other material dependent
radioisotopes that occur due to cosmogenic activation [13], which are also studied. For the
isotopes of uranium and thorium, these begin long decay chains within which breaks from
secular equilibrium are possible. Different decay products and decay emissions on a wide
spectrum of energies may adversely impact the sensitivity of a running particle physics
detector. Thus it is important to use techniques that probe the whole decay chain.

Radioactive assay techniques can be split into two categories. Destructive techniques are
those whereby the materials assayed are dissolved or digested for assay, and as such, cannot
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themselves be used to construct low background experiments. This
includes, for example, Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass
Spectrometry (ICP-MS). These techniques are used to directly
measure the concentrations of long-lived uranium and thorium
in a material but generally cannot tell us what is happening lower in
the chain where decay half-lives are much shorter. Non-destructive
techniques take a candidate material and component, determine
their radioactivity profile, then return them to an experiment for
manufacture or installation. This includes techniques such gamma-
ray spectrometry using High Purity Germanium (HPGe) detectors,
radon emanation studies, and surface-alpha counting. These
techniques are not sensitive to measuring uranium and thorium
directly, rather they look at isotopes lower in the decay chain where
gamma and alpha particle emission is measurable given the
technique. This allows us to determine any breaks in equilibrium
that cannot be determined using mass spectrometry alone.

The BUGS facility currently comprises six HPGe detectors, two
XIA UltraLo-1800 surface alpha counters, a dual-detector radon
emanation system and an Agilent-8900 triple quadrupole ICP-MS.

2 Gamma spectrometry

The BUGS facility operates six HPGe detectors with a variety of
configurations. Belmont and Merrybent are Mirion (Canberra)

specialty ultra-low background (S-ULB) p-type coaxial detectors
and Lunehead is an Ortec p-type coaxial detector mounted in a low
background cryostat. Roseberry and Chaloner are Mirion
(Canberra) S-ULB and standard Broad Energy Germanium
(BEGe) detectors, respectively. Finally, Lumpsey is a Mirion
(Canberra) S-ULB SAGe-well detector. The BEGe type detectors
are optimised for the detection of low energy (below 200 keV)
gamma-rays, maximising sensitivity to the 46.5 keV gamma-ray
from the decay of 210Pb. Detector mass is maximised in the
p-type detectors which optimises sensitivity to gamma-rays of
200 keV and above. The SAGe well detector is optimised for
small samples placed in the well where there is almost 4π
germanium crystal coverage.

Table 1 details the characteristics of each detector. Figure 1
compares the geometric efficiency of the Belmont and Roseberry
detectors (the largest coaxial and BEGe type detectors, respectively)
with a 100 g powder sample. The geometric efficiency is determined
using a GEANT4 [14] simulation of the respective HPGe detectors.
Additionally, where necessary, coincidence summing effects are
considered as described in [15]. It is clear that, despite the larger
mass of the Belmont coaxial detector, the efficiency below
approximately 250 keV is greater using the Roseberry BEGe
detector. The inferred minimum detectable activities (MDAs) for
the BUGS detectors are discussed in detail in [16].

Table 2 shows the integral and peak rates for the BUGS HPGe
detectors, also compared in Figure 2 for the S-ULB detectors. The
Belmont detector reaches 0.4 (2) counts/kg/day for the 609 keV full
energy peak associated with 214Bi. By means of comparison, the
GeMPI detector reaches ≤ 0.07 counts/kg/day for the same full
energy peak [7].

In Figure 2, the spectrum of Lumpsey shows two full energy
peaks that are not due to decay of NORM isotopes at 811 keV and
835 keV. These are due to the cosmogenically produced 58Co and
54Mn, respectively. This background was taken soon after the
detector was installed underground.

3 Surface alpha counting

The BUGS facility operates two XIA UltraLo-1800 surface alpha
detectors. The UltraLo-1800 is an alpha particle detector that
employs a dual-channel pulse shape analysis to distinguish
between alpha particles emitted from the sample and those
emitted by the walls of the detector. The dual channel method
uses readouts from both the anode (above the sample tray) and the

TABLE 1 Characteristics of the Boulby HPGe detectors [1]. *Extrapolated from the 60Co 1332 keV full-energy peak.

Detector Type S-ULB Volume (cm3) Relative efficiency (%) Front face area (cm2) Resolution @1408 keV (keV)

Belmont p-type ✓ 600 160 - 2.0

Merrybent p-type ✓ 375 100 - 2.0

Lunehead p-type - 375 100 - 1.9*

Roseberry BEGe ✓ 195 - 65 1.7

Chaloner BEGe - 150 - 50 1.7

Lumpsey SAGe well ✓ 263 - - 1.8

FIGURE 1
Geometrical efficiencies for a 100 g powder sample with a
density of 1.22 g/cm2 on the Belmont coaxial (red) and Roseberry
BEGe (blue) detectors.
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guard rail (positioned on the side). In the UltraLo-1800, the sample,
or the tray upon which a sample would be loaded, acts as the
cathode. A comparison between signals from these two readout
planes can be used to veto any signals not originating from the
sample. The UltraLo-1800 has been used in a number of assay
programmes [17–19].

The first UltraLo-1800 detector was installed in the BUGS
facility in 2018 with a second added in 2021. The detectors use
boil off argon gas from two 240 L dewars. When not in use, the
detectors are purged using a dry source of nitrogen in order to
maintain low levels of humidity in the detector without the cost of
liquid argon.

Table 3 shows the results of a background characterisation
programme which looked at the emissivity with a number of
different setups. Firstly, the detector was run using the bare
stainless steel tray. Following this, the process was repeated

using a sheet of PTFE and some electroformed copper from
Pacific Northwestern National Laboratory (PNNL). The
characterisation and spectral response of the XIA UltraLo-
1800 is detailed in [20]. Figure 3 shows the PTFE liner on one
of the XIA UltraLo-1800 detectors. This study clearly shows the
importance of material selection even for the tray upon which
samples will sit. In addition, this table shows assays of two
samples of titanium, one cleaned with isopropyl alcohol and
the other etched using Citranox - a commercial product
containing citric acid which has been used for cleaning copper
in other low-background particle physics experiments [21]. This
shows the main aim of the XIA assay programme–to develop
cleaning methods for various materials that will be used in future
low background particle physics experiments. Additionally, the
XIA UltraLo-1800 can also be used to measure bulk radioactivity
as described in [22].

4 Radon emanation

BUGS operates a dual-detector radon emanation system which
uses two 80 L electrostatic alpha detectors designed and constructed

TABLE 2 Count rates for the Boulby HPGe detectors. These runs were all performed in early 2021.[16].

Detector Count rate (/kg/day)

Integral
100–2700 keV

351 keV
214Pb

609 keV 214Bi 238 keV
212Pb

1461 keV 40K 2615 keV 208Tl 46.5 keV
210Pb

Belmont 90 (9) 0.2 (1) 0.4 (2) 0.13 (8) 1.0 (2) 0.3 (1) -

Merrybent 145 (12) 2.5 (3) 1.8 (3) 0.3 (1) 1.9 (3) 0.8 (2) -

Lunehead 540 (25) 5.6 (5) 4.7 (4) 8.3 (5) 9.1 (6) 2.0 (3) -

Roseberry 130 (11) 0.15 (7) 0.15 (7) 0.8 (3) 0.8 (2) 0.2 (1) 0.4 (6)

Chaloner 1045 (30) 5 (1) 4 (1) 7 (1) 8.4 (14) 2.1 (5) 1.8 (11)

Lumpsey 515 (25) 1.1 (7) 1.3 (3) 1.1 (7) 1.7 (7) 0.2 (2) 1.7 (6)

FIGURE 2
Comparison of background rates for the four S-ULB detectors
operated in the BUGS facility.

FIGURE 3
One of the BUGS XIA UltraLo-1800 detectors with a PTFE liner
installed. The results for this sample are shown in Table 3.
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by Cosmotec [23–25]. The design of the system builds on knowledge
gained from a similar facility at the Mullard Space Science
Laboratory (MSSL) [26] and the Cryogenic Radon Emanation
Facility (CREF) [27]. The system will also incorporate a radon
concentration line which will allow us to enhance its sensitivity.
Figure 4 shows images from the commissioning of one of the
detectors.

Samples measured are initially sealed inside an electropolished
vacuum chamber to allow the emanating radon to come to
equilibrium with the decaying radon. After some time, the
radon-filled gas is transported to the electrostatic detector where
an electric field causes positively-charged radon daughters to collect
on the PIN diode. Alphas emitted from the 222Rn decay
chain—6002 keV from 218Po and 7687 keV from 214Po—are
detected with efficiencies 25.92% ± 0.10% and 37.73% ± 0.15%,
respectively, allowing a measure of the rate of 222Rn emanation from
the sample. Alphas emitted from the 220Rn decay chain—8785 keV
from 212Po—are also detected in the background and from some
samples, but the efficiency of measurement is not calibrated and thus
these alphas are not useable for 220Rn emanation analysis at
this time.

The radon backgrounds of the emanation chambers, pipework,
gas handling system, and electrostatic detectors are minimised by
electropolishing and by choosing materials known to have very low

intrinsic radon emanation. The background count rate of the
detector is 0.53 ± 0.07 counts per day for 214Po and 2.12 ± 0.14
counts per day for 218Po. The background contribution from the
emanation chambers is less than that of the detector itself, and thus
is below the detection limit of the system. The radon detectors have
been commissioned and calibrated using a Pylon RN-1025 222Rn
source. The minimum detectable activity (MDA), as defined in [28],
of the detector system is 56.2 μBq, 40.0 μBq, and 11.0 μBq for 95%,
90% and 68% confidence levels (C.L.), respectively. These MDA
are shown in Figure 5 with their respective measurement times. At
68% C.L., the MDA is achieved in only 3.76 days of detector
measurement time.

Previous experience [28] suggests that the Rn emanation MDA
of the electrostatic detector could be improved by two orders of
magnitude after implementing the radon concentration line. Further
improvements are planned to mitigate the efficiency loss due to
electronegative impurity outgassing from sample materials.

5 Mass spectrometry

ICP-MS has been used routinely in material characterisation
for low-background particle physics. In 2022, the UCL ICP-MS
facility [29], including an Agilent 8900 triple-quadrupole ICP-MS

TABLE 3 Background measurements performed with the UltraLo-1800 detector. The best measurement achieved with the BUGS system was using a sample of
electroformed copper on loan from Pacific Northwestern National Laboratory.

Sample Duration (hrs) Alphas Surface area cm2 Emissivity α/khr/cm2 Activity mBq/m2

Background (SS Tray) 168 342 1800 1.24 (7) 6.9 (4)

Background (PTFE Liner) 168 103 1800 0.38 (4) 2.1 (2)

PNNL Copper 168 13 707 0.13 (4) 0.7 (2)

Titanium (IPA) 168 4779 707 46.7 (7) 259 (3)

Titanium (Citranox) 168 2302 707 22.1 (5) 123 (3)

FIGURE 4
Images from the commissioning of the radon emanation detctors. Shown are the PIN diode on the underside of the upper detector plate (left) and an
internal view the electropolished detector chamber (right).
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(ICP-QQQ), was relocated to the Boulby Underground Laboratory
to be operated in a new ISO-6-certified clean room in the above-
ground laboratory.

In addition to the ICP-QQQ, a number of sample preparation
systems have also been relocated to Boulby. These include
an ETHOS-UP closed vessel microwave digestion system with
SK-15 high-pressure rotor, a Pyro–260 microwave ashing system
(for samples that are HF resistant, such as PTFE), a sub-boiling point
acid distillation (subClean) system, a reflux cleaning (traceClean)
system, and a Veolia PURELAB FLEX 3 type 1 water system.

With a combination of precise sample preparation and detector
sensitivity, the Agilent 8900 ICP-QQQ is capable of reaching
sensitivities < 10−15 g/g (< 1 part-per quadrillion (ppq) g/g).
Figure 6 shows the ICP-QQQ in the cleanroom.

The Agilent 8900 ICP-QQQ offers unparalleled sensitivity and
specificity, making it a cornerstone for low-background radioassay
measurements at the BUGS facility. Its design features superior
interference removal, enabling accurate analysis of elements
present at trace levels. The system is equipped with high-
efficiency ion optics and a unique collision/reaction cell that
eliminates polyatomic interferences.

Our primary goal with the ICP-QQQ at the Boulby
Underground Laboratory is to push the boundaries of low-
background radioassay measurements. With its advanced
features, we aim to achieve unparalleled precision, particularly
profiling backgrounds with a comprehensive understanding
of the complete U/Th-chains. To ensure the accuracy of
our measurements, our methodology incorporates an internal
standard approach for real-time correction of matrix effects
and instrumental drift. We will further enhance the reliability
of our data by periodically analyzing quality control samples.

Efforts are underway to refine the system’s capabilities further
and improve the precision of assays, aiming to define component-
specific requirements on activity and precision.
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FIGURE 5
MDA for 214Po in the BUGS radon detectors. The three lines are different confidence levels (68%, 90% and 95%) and the points are local minimawith x
and y values annotated.

FIGURE 6
The UCL Agilent 8900 Triple Quadrupole ICP-MS (ICP-QQQ)
system installed in the ISO-6 certified cleanroom at the Boulby
Surface Laboratory.
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